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CU.N C·; Ll cNTIAL 

Lll,ISON BETWEF..'~ THF: RUC AND NI GOVERN~ENT 

MIN'JTES OF MEETING HELD AT R~lC H 

Present: ~~ Bloomfield,Head of NICS 
Mr Stephens, NIO 
Mr Buxton, NIO 
~~ Barry, DOE 
Dr Hayes, ' DHSS 
Mr Crozier, DED · 
~x Crowther, DHSS 
Mrs Sung, PS/Mr Bloomfield 

.. 
In attendance: Ch. Supt. Sinclair, 

Mr K Lindsay, Command 

1. The Chief Constable welcomed 

2. Progress Reports 

(a) Child abuse 

Reasonable progress had been 
-", 

working together on this problem. vely, DHSS , v'~~~;,_. 
op~n~on was that the volume of such cr1me! was not increasing 

-, .~~':;'. '''-~"'''~;' 

although the willingness to talk about/ aj1d ' report it, was: ' A 
It was agreed that they should continue the discussion 

with all concerned, including DENI. 

(b) Revitalising Belfast City Centre 

DOE reported twenty-five shop and office development 

schemes in various stages of planning or completion, 

increased use of car parks and public transport as 

indicative of the revival of Belfast City Centre. 

Relations with RUC on these and other pedestrian, 

traffic and environmental schemes was" good and tribute ' 

was paid for the ~le of as Liaison Off 

with DOE. The ~ecting was informed that this position 

now filled by S/ACC \~h1teside. 
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3. The Chief Constabl e warned that too·much publicity r~gArding 

4. 

norma lisat ion may prompt PIRA into increased bombing of the 
~7 

In discussion, it WAS Agreed , t~~~. A, l:>A1Ance WAS city centre. 

required so that, while positive statements were. required to 

encourage inward investment the timing And ,impliCAtions of these~ 

should be CArefully considered. Thi' WAS an 'areA ' whe).'. the 

Head of Information Services could prol:>ably Assist and 

Mr Bloomfield undertook to involve him. 

Grants toCO'T1'T1\.ll'l~ , tv groups - security 'implicatloM 
• . L ' 

There was concern at the growth of community: groups applying 

for discretionary assistance from Government Departmentt', . . -~ 
particul'arly when some of these groups had ):)f~en infiltrated by 

,. .... 
paramilitary organisations. In instances wh~re, clear and ' " 

, ' 

definite links were established, assistancewould";,be withheld. 

The existing arrangements for co-ordinatio~ and 'dissemination', 

of intelligence on such matters were ' satisfActo;;Y', but it was 
1 ,r'!' • 

agreed that the RUC at senior level should be advised of the l 

criteria to be used by Government 

common approach. 

5. Construction industry fraud/bogus security firms " 

Mr Barry reported on his contacts with CBI "and representatives 

of the construction industry and efforts to encourage them 

to reduce fraud, particularly the payment of protection 

There was disaPPOintment in RUC circles at the failure of the 

recent court case although efforts in this area have had an 

effect and racketeers were not using the system with such 

impunity. All were agreed that as this was, a problem of 

considerable proportion and a major source of revenue for 

paramilitaries. an ad hoc group of all parties (Government, 

RUC, Builders Federation) should be set up at fairly senior 

level by Mr Bloomfield to discuss further action required. 

Drug abuse 

6. While · there was nationAL interest in this subject the ---in Northern Ireland did not constitute a major drug prOblem. 

The dual policy of the RUC Drug SqUAd was to enforce the law 

vigorously against drug pushers but with A high priority .. . . . -
, ' - .,"", l '- t ~""''''.'. 
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also being given to e~ucation, prevention and cOW\.ellii\l~ 

of users. The much higher profile bdopted by the new Head 

of the Drugs Squad has result~d in dramatic increases in 

offences detected and arugs seizea in the firat . 4 months 

of 1985 compared to the same period in previous years • 
. " 

DHSS questione~ the possibility of an increase in the 

or use of arugs in border areas ana also the movement 

veterinary medicines from south to north" 

activities was seen as significant by the RUC: ' , 

.h 

7~ Problems caused by derelict buildings in ' interlace 

( 

8. 

In some interface areas I derelict housing> was,' being used ,as ' cover ·,' 

by young people to attack both police and civilians. ' . 'Previous ~ I 

experience has shown that terrorists also use : such premises 

for similar purposes. It was Agreea 

woula feea a paper to SCH for cons1~erati9n of ~e problem. 

The RUC woula provide a list of such properties as a basis 

the paper. 

Housing situation in Belfii.st . . 
On the general question of redevelopment the Chief Constable 

asked if RUC security constraints at the planning stage were an 

impediment. It was generally thought that the system of 

consultation was now well established a~d 'criteria generally 

but that it would be useful to have a review of the situation ' in 

interface areas, again through SCH : 

9. RUC reports on intimidation to NI Housing Executive 

Community Relations Branch of the RUC had experienced 

difficulty in that some mew'':rs of the public were given 

impression at Housing ExecutiVE offices that the polic~ 

were responsible for refusing applications for alternative 
" , 

accommodation. The letters provided by the police are a statement 

of facts concerning an incident as reported by a complainant. 

They would not include hearsay, allegations or offer an opinion 

as to whether the complainants were in any, physical danger. 

Mr Barry undertook to me~tion this at Chief Executive level. 
-.... 

''''':~ 'r~ ' ~ ID E NT tAL 
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Access to motor vehic l e records 

A recent terrorist case had hi ghlighted the wide availability 
of records contained in DV",wCO Coleraine. l\part from ', those groups < 

named in the regulations, any person who can show ,reasonable 
cause for such information can have access to the records on 
of the set fee. It was agreed that the RUC would pass their 
to the DOE, who would review th.: present arrangements. 

RUC Building programme (Rayner) ."" 
,Grave concern was expressed that the implementation of the Rayner 
Repor1~ on the RUC building programme was much slower than anticipated • 

. There was an acknowledged backlog of p~ojects in relation to RUC , , , 
buildings and it was an area which could adversely affect morale 
the Force could be open to charges of neglect if action was not 
forthcoming quickly. In subsequent discussion 'it was explaine~ 
that tile DOE were giving the RUC a high priority but th~t there 
a chronic mis-match between available staff ' and the ' total workload. 
Resources were often stretched and the problem compounded because 
of urgent tasks such as the recent bomb in Chichester Street or 
projects where security considerations dictated early completion 
(eg protection of VIP). Recruitment of staff, particularly at 
senior level was slow. However, it was fully accepted that this 
pressing prl"Jblem, to be addressed with all po,ssible energy and speed. 

12. Any other business: 

The Chief Constable raised the question of. dj.alogue at senior le\;'el . .. ~ ,. between officials in the Republic and Northe4n Ireland, particularly on ma 
where a security or terrorist dimension could ba anticipated. The normal 
interchange of information was on social security, education, 
agriculture and similar matters. It was only in such subjects as 
the electricity inter-connector and the Newry/Dundalk road that 
security would be a consideration. In these, the RUC ~ould continue 
to be fully involved and consulted. 

Command Secretariat 
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